the present study presents the findings of an in depth research project carried out at the international institute for labour studies from 2002 to 2005 designed to better understand how civil society organizations working within participatory governance structures may contribute to the goals of the ilo decent work agenda the author examines the south african experience since the mid 1990s south africa has become a centre of innovation in public policy making and implementation and it is hard to find a country in either the developed or developing world that has gone further in the institutionalization of participatory policy making processes in a range of different fields this study focuses on three areas all relevant to the decent work agenda employment creation and poverty alleviation health care and hiv aids and child labour and examines the participatory processes set up at the national level in order to formulate and implement policies in these areas it draws on both a literature review and the perceptions of key policy actors active in these three areas the authors identify conditions under which firms seek higher rather than lower regulation in a context of weak regulatory capacities by engaging in self regulation or partnering up with the government and or ngos they analyse how firms in the automotive food textile and mining sectors fight environmental pollution and hiv aids this text examines the concept of civil society the role attributed to civil society in different countries at different times and historic situations the reasons for its surfacing and its multiple forms in political discourse a definitive one volume guide to all sub saharan african countries providing invaluable economic and directory data what was ajay gupta doing on thabo mbeki s secret advisory council did the guptas play a role in jacob zuma s rise to power how did the guptas capture south african cricket what is their interest in the controversial nuclear procurement deal what influence have they had in the hiring and firing of cabinet ministers the guptas rose to national infamy when a commercial airliner packed with guests for a family wedding was allowed to land at air force base waterkloof in 2013 sparking an onslaught of public outrage since then they have become embroiled in allegations of state capture of dishing out cabinet posts to officials who would do their bidding and of benefiting from lucrative state contracts and dubious loans the republic of gupta investigates what the gupta brothers were up to during thabo mbeki s presidency and how they got into the inner circle of president jacob zuma it shines new light on their controversial ventures in computers cricket newspapers and tv news and coal and uranium mining and it explores their exposure by public protector thuli madonsela their conflict with finance minister pravin gordhan and the real reasons behind the cabinet reshuffle of march 2017 pieter louis myburgh delves deeper than ever before into the guptas business dealings and their links to prominent south african politicians and explains how one family managed to transform an entire country into the republic of
gupta a powerful critique of urban development in greater johannesburg since the end of apartheid in 1994 this volume argues that civil society organizations might be unable to exert real influence over policy making unless they possess mobilization capacities and can exert a credible exit option from participatory structures an investigation of post apartheid south africa which is notable for a history of politicized ethnicity a complicated network of ethnic groups and for an expectation that ethnic violence would follow the 1994 political transition that did not occur following democratization cities have played an important role in our lives since the dawn of civilization however cities are slowly becoming overwhelmed and therefore intervention is desirable towards green blue and egalitarian nature even with current urban issues we must rise to the occasion as professionals to create cities that are social cities that take care of the environment and cities that are digital increased citizen participation is indispensable in this process the international conference on future is urban ifcu 21 dec 16 18 2021 ahmedabad india takes into account livability resilience resource conservation for planning future and cities in future this book traces the slow progress towards land restitution with all its complexities and pitfalls drawing on first hand investigations interviews and primary sources this book details how the water quality of the blesbokspruit river in gauteng south africa was socially constructed by stakeholders and key individuals in the context of acid mine drainage amd and its treatment social constructionism is used as the framing for this research to explain how water is intrinsically social findings presented here show that stakeholders are aware that the changes in the physicality of the blesbokspruit resulted from human interventions and varied uses of the water over the years such knowledge among factors such as the historical context of mining current coal mining flows and volumes of water technology used and processes followed information and communication and vested interests influence social constructions of the water quality what counts as the truth about water varies depending on the individual s perspective their purpose and their individual interests further how one defines water quality influences what treatment processes are preferred in order to improve water quality the book explains why for example a treatment process meant to improve water quality gained a bad reputation by the public because of the south african government s silo approach the book explains how these social constructions are entrenched in power relations between stakeholders regarding amd treatment and illustrates how power was used to influence decisions to improve the water quality of the blesbokspruit the case presented in this book offers insights and recommendations for policymakers working in water governance including means to influence social constructions of water quality and ways to clarify roles and responsibilities in pursuit of improved cooperative government from 2005 to 2009 the heir to one of south africa s blue blood families barry tannenbaum methodically constructed the largest ever con in south african history the grand scam exposes details about the brazen greed of the scammers a bank that facilitated the shady dealings rather than alerting the authorities and the naivety of business people who should have known better it goes far beyond the original news stories containing original research and material that for the first time answers the central question of why barry tannenbaum the grandson of the founder of one of the country s biggest pharmaceutical firms adcock ingram offered investors stratospheric
returns of more than 200 per cent a year by investing in the components used to make aids drugs it was nothing more than a lie which suckered the country s business elite including the former ceo of pick n pay the one time head of the johannesburg stock exchange and the ex boss of ok bazaars after the bubble popped in june 2009 finance minister pravin gordhan announced that hundreds of investors in south africa australia and europe had ploughed more than r12 5 billion into tannenbaum s scheme based on the empty promise of immense riches dwarfing the brett kebble rip off fidentia and the krion pyramid scheme it proved to be the most embarrassing financial disaster in the country s history and it exposed holes in a banking and financial system billed as one of the safest in the world for tannenbaum s victims the nightmare continued after the scheme collapsed as liquidators tax officials and criminal investigators demanded their pound of flesh but tannenbaum now at large on australia s gold coast continues to live as if nothing happened working for an australian insurance company the question that hasn t been answered until now is how did tannenbaum swindle so many people with such ease and more crucially why did he do it through extensive interviews with his family friends and numerous investors this book provides the startling answers to those questions for the first time the real motivation that fuelled south africa s bernie madoff is laid bare consists of reproductions of articles from south african newspapers a fascinating study that shows how the intersection of technology and politics has shaped south african history since the 1960s this book details the development of an interconnected technological system of a coal mine and of the matimba and medupi power stations in the waterberg a rural region of south africa near the country s border with botswana south africa s state steel manufacturing corporation iscor which has since been privatized developed a coal mine in the region in the 1970s this set the stage for the national electricity provider eskom to build coal fueled power stations in the waterberg faeeza ballim follows the development of these technological systems from the late 1960s a period of heightened repression as the apartheid government attempted to realize its vision of racial segregation to the deeply fraught construction of the medupi power station in postapartheid south africa the medupi power station was planned toward the end of the first decade of the twenty first century as a measure to alleviate the country s electricity shortage but the continued delay of its completion and the escalation of its costs meant that it failed to realize those ambitions while public frustration and electricity outages grew by tracing this story this book highlights the importance of technology to our understanding of south african history this characterization challenges the idea that the technological state corporations were proxies for the apartheid government and highlights that their activities in the waterberg did not necessarily accord with the government s strategic purposes while a part of the broader national modernization project under apartheid they also set the stage for worker solidarity and trade union organization in the waterberg and elsewhere in the country this book also argues that the state corporations their technology and their engineers enjoyed ambivalent relationships with the governments of their time relationships that can be characterized as both autonomous and immersive in the era of democracy while eskom has been caught up in government corruption a major scourge to the fortunes of south africa it has also retained a degree of organizational
loving him without losing you

autonomy and offered a degree of resistance to those who sought to further corruption the examination of the workings of these technological systems and the state corporations responsible for them complicates conventional understandings of the transition from the authoritarian rule of apartheid to democratic south africa which coincided with the transition from state led development to neoliberalism this book is an indispensable case study on the workings of industrial and political power in africa and beyond the salrm 2011 provides a rich source of information on a range of language related subjects a prominent issue remains the changing of street and place names including the pretoria tshwane and louis trichardt makhado sagas language in education remains a thorny issue as medium of instruction at school and tertiary level and the proposal that passing an african language should be a requirement in order to obtain a tertiary degree in south africa in terms of language legislation the draft version of the national language act was proposed the language of record in courts also received attention in the media this book combines an innovative approach to the investigation of state society relations with a rich account of johannesburg s contested governance its depth and insight will be valued by scholars of urban studies politics and planning

writing with both intellectual and practical conviction li pernegger s insights into the deeply political and at times violent struggles over services in post apartheid johannesburg is sensitive and nuanced not least because of her command of how government works at the city scale susan parnell university of bristol in the late 1970s south african mental institutions were plagued with scandals about human rights abuse and psychiatric practitioners were accused of being agents of the apartheid state between 1939 and 1994 some psychiatric practitioners supported the mandate of the racist and heteropatriarchal government and most mental patients were treated abysmally however unlike studies worldwide that show that women homosexuals and minorities were institutionalized in far higher numbers than heterosexual men psychiatry mental institutions and the mad in apartheid south africa reveals how in south africa per capita white heterosexual males made up the majority of patients in state institutions the book therefore challenges the monolithic and omnipotent view of the apartheid government and its mental health policy while not contesting the belief that human rights abuses occurred within south africa s mental health system tiffany fawn jones argues that the disparity among practitioners and the fluidity of their beliefs along with the disjointed mental health infrastructure diffused state control more importantly the book shows how patients were also to a limited extent able to challenge the constraints of their institutionalization this volume places the discussions of south africa s mental institutions in an international context highlighting the role that international organizations such as the church of scientology and political events such as the gay rights movement and the cold war also played in shaping mental health policy in south africa memory institutions such as archives libraries and museums collect arrange describe and preserve their collections and holdings in order to make them accessible to the community however these institutions remain underutilized and are struggling to raise awareness of their existence and attract users and funders the handbook of research on advocacy promotion and public programming for memory institutions is a collection of innovative research on emerging strategies such as advocacy outreach marketing and
public programming to promote memory institutions and engage the community while highlighting topics including customer service solutions social media and collection development strategies this book is ideally designed for heritage management and information professionals curators museum management archival specialists librarians policymakers researchers and academicians post apartheid south african elections have borne an unmistakable racial imprint africans vote for one set of parties whites support a different set of parties and with few exceptions there is no crossover voting between groups these voting tendencies have solidified the dominance of the ruling african national congress anc over south african politics and turned south african elections into racial censuses this book explores the political sources of these outcomes it argues that although the beginnings of these patterns lie in south africa s past in the effects apartheid had on voters beliefs about race and destiny and the reputations parties forged during this period the endurance of the census reflects the ruling party s ability to use the powers of office to prevent the opposition from evolving away from its apartheid era party label by keeping key opposition parties white the anc has rendered them powerless solidifying its hold on power in spite of an increasingly restive and dissatisfied electorate referanseverk i 2 bind som tar for seg 250 land med det siste innen analytiske og statistiske data samt adressen kalender bind 1 tar for seg 1650 internasjonale organisasjoner og land alfabetisk fra afghanistan til jordan bind 2 tar for seg land fra kazakhstan til zimbabwe 4450 s this work surveys dress and identity of cultures around the world it draws on issues of consumption ethnicity gender and the body as well as anthropological accounts and studies of representation african countries are still far from achieving women s equal and effective participation in political decision making women constitute only 24 per cent of the 12 113 parliamentarians in africa 25 per cent in the lower houses and 20 per cent in the upper houses of parliament while local government is often hailed as a training ground for women in politics women constitute a mere 21 per cent of councillors in the 19 countries for which complete data could be obtained the barometer is a key resource of the consortium enhancing the inclusion of women in political participation in africa wpp which aims to provide legislators and policymakers with data to assess progress in women s political participation over time the last decade has witnessed an increasing focus on the relationship between climate change and human rights several international human rights bodies have expressed concern about the negative implications of climate change for the enjoyment of human rights and the paris agreement is the first multilateral climate agreement to refer explicitly to states human rights obligations in connection with climate change yet despite this there are still significant gaps in our understanding of the role of international human rights law in enhancing accountability for climate action or inaction as the paris agreement has shifted the focus of the climate change regime towards voluntary action and the humanitarian impacts of climate change are increasingly being felt around the world accountability for climate change has become an increasingly salient issue this book offers a timely and comprehensive analysis of the legal issues related to accountability for the human rights impact of climate change drawing on the state responsibility regime it explains when and where state action relating to climate change may amount to a violation of human rights and evaluates
various avenues of legal redress available to victims the overall analysis offers a perceptive insight into the potential of innovative rights based climate actions to shape climate and energy policies around the world two decades of commentary by the new york times bestselling author an electrifying political essayist uplifting galvanizing booklist from the booker prize winning author of such works as the god of small things and the ministry of utmost happiness my seditious heart collects nonfiction spanning over twenty years and chronicles a battle for justice rights and freedoms in an increasingly hostile world taken together these essays are told in a voice of unique spirit marked by compassion clarity and courage radical and superbly readable they speak always in defense of the collective of the individual and of the land in the face of the destructive logic of financial social religious military and governmental elites her lucid and probing essays offer sharp insights on a range of matters from crony capitalism and environmental depredation to the perils of nationalism and in her most recent work the insidiousness of the hindu caste system in an age of intellectual logrolling and mass manufactured infotainment she continues to offer bracing ways of seeing thinking and feeling pankaj mishra time magazine praise for arundhati roy arundhati roy combines her brilliant style as a novelist with her powerful commitment to social justice in producing these eloquent penetrating essays howard zinn one of the most confident and original thinkers of our time naomi klein the scale of what roy surveys is staggering her pointed indictment is devastating the new york times book review much of the south african government s response to crime especially in johannesburg has been to rely increasingly on technology this includes the widespread use of video cameras artificial intelligence machine learning and automated systems effectively replacing human watchers with machine watchers the aggregate effect of such steps is to determine who is and isn t allowed to be in public spaces essentially another way to continue segregation in the infrastructures of security author martin j murray concentrates on not only the turn toward technological solutions to managing the risk of crime through digital and software based surveillance and automated information systems but also the introduction of somewhat bizarre and fly by night experimental answers to perceived risk and danger digitalized surveillance is significant for two reasons first it enables monitoring to take place across wide geographical distances with little time delay and second it allows for the active sorting identification and tracking of bodies behaviors and characteristics of subject populations on a continuous real time basis these new software based surveillance technologies represent monitoring tracking and information gathering without walls towers or guards in cooperation and the international criminal court perspectives from theory and practice olympia bekou and daley j birkett bring together expert contributions from both academia and practice providing detailed insight into the cooperation regime of the international criminal court twenty years on from south africa s first democratic election the post apartheid political order is more fractured and more fractious than ever before police violence seems the order of the day whether in response to a protest in ficksburg or a public meeting outside a mine in marikana for many this has signalled the end of the south african dream politics they declare is the preserve of the corrupt the self interested the incompetent and the violent they are wrong julian brown argues that a new kind of politics can be seen on the streets and in the courtrooms
of the country this politics is made by a new kind of citizen one that is neither respectful nor passive but instead insurgent
the collapse of the dream of a consensus politics is not a cause for despair south africa’s political order is fractured and in its
.cracks new forms of activity new leaders and new movements are emerging the rainbow nation benefits from an
.internationally competitive private sector which accounts for roughly 70% of GDP and extremely competitive infrastructure its
.utility sector for example produces just under half of the total power generated on the African continent south africa
.represent by far the most developed market in Africa but there are still some structural challenges it is grappling with
government strategies have set a target of increasing labor market participation from 54 in 2010 to 65 by 2030 bringing
.the number of workers in the formal sector to 25.3 million people and lowering unemployment from 25 to 6 while its fiscal space
.is narrow long term investments in infrastructure education and health are expected to be key to attaining its growth
.potential recent years have seen both the public and private sectors look to strengthen regulatory frameworks in mining and
.industry in some cases like the automotive sector with impressive results reflections on the 2019 south african general
elections is a critical reflection on the key lessons of elections 2019 in South Africa focusing on the future of the country’s
electoral democracy the volume engages questions on land election campaigns voter turnout voter apathy and how
.opposition parties will be forced to coexist in the context of declining electoral dominance the ANC once comfortably held an
.important reflection on the lessons of the 2019 south african general elections the contributors ask quo vadis south africa
.the 2019 general elections marked a watershed in South Africa’s political landscape the ANC under the banner of a narrative
.of regeneration and getting back on the moral path dipped below the 60 mark for the first time in South Africa’s democratic
.history this decline in electoral support for the party may be interpreted as a degeneration of the ANC through the loss of its
.moral stature the erosion of its integrity and disillusionment with its performance as a governing party opposition political
.parties could not capitalise on this seeming disillusionment with the ruling ANC caught in their own factional battles and in
.the midst of corruption scandals opposition parties were unable to successfully increase their share of the vote and capture
.the undecided and disillusioned voter considering the future of South Africa’s electoral democracy at 25 years of democracy
.reflections on the 2019 south african general elections will be of great interest to scholars of African studies South Africa
.governance and elections the chapters in this book were originally published as a special issue of politikon South African
.journal of political studies
Civil Society, Participatory Governance, and Decent Work Objectives 2006 the present study presents the findings of an in depth research project carried out at the international institute for labour studies from 2002 to 2005 designed to better understand how civil society organizations working within participatory governance structures may contribute to the goals of the ilo decent work agenda the author examines the south african experience since the mid 1990s south africa has become a centre of innovation in public policy making and implementation and it is hard to find a country in either the developed or developing world that has gone further in the institutionalization of participatory policy making processes in a range of different fields this study focuses on three areas all relevant to the decent work agenda employment creation and poverty alleviation health care and hiv aids and child labour and examines the participatory processes set up at the national level in order to formulate and implement policies in these areas it draws on both a literature review and the perceptions of key policy actors active in these three areas

Juta's Statutes of South Africa 2005 the authors identify conditions under which firms seek higher rather than lower regulation in a context of weak regulatory capacities by engaging in self regulation or partnering up with the government and or ngos they analyse how firms in the automotive food textile and mining sectors fight environmental pollution and hiv aids

Business and Governance in South Africa 2013-06-03 this text examines the concept of civil society the role attributed to civil society in different countries at different times and historic situations the reasons for its surfacing and its multiple forms in political discourse

Changing Images of Civil Society 2010-05 a definitive one volume guide to all sub saharan african countries providing invaluable economic and directory data

Africa South of the Sahara 2004 2003 what was ajay gupta doing on thabo mbeki s secret advisory council did the guptas play a role in jacob zuma s rise to power how did the guptas capture south african cricket what is their interest in the controversial nuclear procurement deal what influence have they had in the hiring and firing of cabinet ministers the guptas rose to national infamy when a commercial airliner packed with guests for a family wedding was allowed to land at air force base waterkloof in 2013 sparking an onslaught of public outrage since then they have become embroiled in allegations of state capture of dishing out cabinet posts to officials who would do their bidding and of benefiting from lucrative state contracts and dubious loans the republic of gupta investigates what the gupta brothers were up to during thabo mbeki s presidency and how they got into the inner circle of president jacob zuma it shines new light on their controversial ventures in computers cricket newspapers and tv news and coal and uranium mining and it explores their exposure by public protector thuli madonsela their conflict with finance minister pravin gordhan and the real reasons behind the cabinet reshuffle of march 2017 pieter louis myburgh delves deeper than ever before into the guptas business dealings and their links to prominent south african politicians and explains how one family managed to transform an entire country into the
Civil Engineering 2008 a powerful critique of urban development in greater johannesburg since the end of apartheid in 1994

The Republic of Gupta 2017-04-24 this volume argues that civil society organizations might be unable to exert real influence over policy making unless they possess mobilization capacities and can exert a credible exit option from participatory structures

City of Extremes 2011-06-20 an investigation of post apartheid south africa which is notable for a history of politicized ethnicity a complicated network of ethnic groups and for an expectation that ethnic violence would follow the 1994 political transition that did not occur following democratization

The Promise and Perils of Participatory Policy Making 2008 cities have played an important role in our lives since the dawn of civilization however cities are slowly becoming overwhelmed and therefore intervention is desirable towards green blue and egalitarian nature even with current urban issues we must rise to the occasion as professionals to create cities that are social cities that take care of the environment and cities that are digital increased citizen participation is indispensable in this process the international conference on future is urban ifcu 21 dec 16 18 2021 ahmedabad india takes into account livability resilience resource conservation for planning future and cities in future

Institutions, Ethnicity, and Political Mobilization in South Africa 2009-08-03 this book traces the slow progress towards land restitution with all its complexities and pitfalls drawing on first hand investigations interviews and primary sources

Pluimvee bulletin 2005 this book details how the water quality of the blesbokspruit river in gauteng south africa was socially constructed by stakeholders and key individuals in the context of acid mine drainage amd and its treatment social constructionism is used as the framing for this research to explain how water is intrinsically social findings presented here show that stakeholders are aware that the changes in the physicality of the blesbokspruit resulted from human interventions and varied uses of the water over the years such knowledge among factors such as the historical context of mining current coal mining flows and volumes of water technology used and processes followed information and communication and vested interests influence social constructions of the water quality what counts as the truth about water varies depending on the individual s perspective their purpose and their individual interests further how one defines water quality influences what treatment processes are preferred in order to improve water quality the book explains why for example a treatment process meant to improve water quality gained a bad reputation by the public because of the south african government s silo approach the book explains how these social constructions are entrenched in power relations between stakeholders regarding amd treatment and illustrates how power was used to influence decisions to improve the water quality of the blesbokspruit the case presented in this book offers insights and recommendations for policymakers working in water
governance including means to influence social constructions of water quality and ways to clarify roles and responsibilities in pursuit of improved cooperative government

**Future is Urban: Livability, Resilience & Resource Conservation** 2023-05-26 from 2005 to 2009 the heir to one of south Africa's blue blood families Barry Tannenbaum methodically constructed the largest ever con in South African history the grand scam exposes details about the brazen greed of the scammers a bank that facilitated the shady dealings rather than alerting the authorities and the naivety of business people who should have known better it goes far beyond the original news stories containing original research and material that for the first time answers the central question of why Barry Tannenbaum the grandson of one of the country's biggest pharmaceutical firms Adcock Ingram offered investors stratospheric returns of more than 200 per cent a year by investing in the components used to make AIDS drugs it was nothing more than a lie which sucker- punched the country's business elite including the former CEO of Pick n Pay the one-time head of the Johannesburg stock exchange and the ex boss of OK Bazaars after the bubble popped in June 2009 Finance Minister Pravin Gordhan announced that hundreds of investors in South Africa Australia and Europe had ploughed more than R12.5 billion into Tannenbaum's scheme based on the empty promise of immense riches dwarfing the Brett Kebble rip-off Fidentia and the Krion pyramid scheme it proved to be the most embarrassing financial disaster in the country's history and it exposed holes in a banking and financial system billed as one of the safest in the world for Tannenbaum's victims the nightmare continued after the scheme collapsed as liquidators tax officials and criminal investigators demanded their pound of flesh but Tannenbaum now at large on Australia's Gold Coast continues to live as if nothing happened working for an Australian insurance company the question that hasn't been answered until now is how did Tannenbaum swindle so many people with such ease and more crucially why did he do it through extensive interviews with his family friends and numerous investors this book provides the startling answers to those questions for the first time the real motivation that fuelled South Africa's Bernie Madoff is laid bare

**Land Restitution in South Africa** 1998 consists of reproductions of articles from South African newspapers

**Social Constructions of Water Quality in South Africa** 2022-05-04 a fascinating study that shows how the intersection of technology and politics has shaped South African history since the 1960s this book details the development of an interconnected technological system of a coal mine and of the Matimba and Medupi power stations in the Waterberg a rural region of South Africa near the country's border with Botswana South Africa's state steel manufacturing corporation ISCOR which has since been privatized developed a coal mine in the region in the 1970s this set the stage for the national electricity provider Eskom to build coal fueled power stations in the Waterberg Faeza Ballim follows the development of these technological systems from the late 1960s a period of heightened repression as the apartheid government attempted to realize its vision of racial segregation to the deeply fraught construction of the Medupi power station in postapartheid South Africa the Medupi power station was planned toward the end of the first decade of the twenty-first century as a
measure to alleviate the country's electricity shortage but the continued delay of its completion and the escalation of its
costs meant that it failed to realize those ambitions while public frustration and electricity outages grew by tracing this story
this book highlights the importance of technology to our understanding of south african history this characterization
challenges the idea that the technological state corporations were proxies for the apartheid government and highlights that
their activities in the waterberg did not necessarily accord with the government's strategic purposes while a part of the
broader national modernization project under apartheid they also set the stage for worker solidarity and trade union
organization in the waterberg and elsewhere in the country this book also argues that the state corporations their
technology and their engineers enjoyed ambivalent relationships with the governments of their time relationships that can
be characterized as both autonomous and immersive in the era of democracy while eskom has been caught up in
government corruption a major scourge to the fortunes of south africa it has also retained a degree of organizational
autonomy and offered a degree of resistance to those who sought to further corruption the examination of the workings of
these technological systems and the state corporations responsible for them complicates conventional understandings of the
transition from the authoritarian rule of apartheid to democratic south africa which coincided with the transition from state
led development to neoliberalism this book is an indispensable case study on the workings of industrial and political power in
africa and beyond
Proceedings of the International Plant Propagator's Society 2015 the salrm 2011 provides a rich source of information on a
range of language related subjects a prominent issue remains the changing of street and place names including the pretoria
tshwane and louis trichardt makhado sagas language in education remains a thorny issue as medium of instruction at school
and tertiary level and the proposal that passing an african language should be a requirement in order to obtain a tertiary
degree in south africa in terms of language legislation the draft version of the national language act was proposed the
language of record in courts also received attention in the media
The Grand Scam 2013-11-20 this book combines an innovative approach to the investigation of state society relations with
a rich account of johannesburg's contested governance its depth and insight will be valued by scholars of urban studies
politics and planning glyn williams university of sheffield writing with both intellectual and practical conviction li pernegger's
insights into the deeply political and at times violent struggles over services in post apartheid johannesburg is sensitive and
nuanced not least because of her command of how government works at the city scale susan parnell university of bristol
South Africa News Update 1993 in the late 1970s south african mental institutions were plagued with scandals about human
rights abuse and psychiatric practitioners were accused of being agents of the apartheid state between 1939 and 1994 some
psychiatric practitioners supported the mandate of the racist and heteropatriarchal government and most mental patients
were treated abysmally however unlike studies worldwide that show that women homosexuals and minorities were
institutionalized in far higher numbers than heterosexual men psychiatry mental institutions and the mad in apartheid south
africa reveals how in south africa per capita white heterosexual males made up the majority of patients in state institutions
the book therefore challenges the monolithic and omnipotent view of the apartheid government and its mental health policy
while not contesting the belief that human rights abuses occurred within south africa's mental health system tiffany fawn jones argues that the disparity among practitioners and the fluidity of their beliefs along with the disjointed mental health infrastructure diffused state control more importantly the book shows how patients were also to a limited extent able to challenge the constraints of their institutionalization this volume places the discussions of south africa's mental institutions in an international context highlighting the role that international organizations such as the church of scientology and political events such as the gay rights movement and the cold war also played in shaping mental health policy in south africa
Apartheid’s Leviathan 2023-04-25
memory institutions such as archives libraries and museums collect arrange describe and preserve their collections and holdings in order to make them accessible to the community however these institutions remain underutilized and are struggling to raise awareness of their existence and attract users and funders the handbook of research on advocacy promotion and public programming for memory institutions is a collection of innovative research on emerging strategies such as advocacy outreach marketing and public programming to promote memory institutions and engage the community while highlighting topics including customer service solutions social media and collection development strategies this book is ideally designed for heritage management and information professionals curators museum management archival specialists librarians policymakers researchers and academicians
post apartheid south african elections have borne an unmistakable racial imprint africans vote for one set of parties whites support a different set of parties and with few exceptions there is no crossover voting between groups these voting tendencies have solidified the dominance of the ruling african national congress anc over south african politics and turned south african elections into racial censuses this book explores the political sources of these outcomes it argues that although the beginnings of these patterns lie in south africa's past in the effects apartheid had on voters beliefs about race and destiny and the reputations parties forged during this period the endurance of the census reflects the ruling party’s ability to use the powers of office to prevent the opposition from evolving away from its apartheid era party label by keeping key opposition parties white the anc has rendered them powerless solidifying its hold on power in spite of an increasingly restive and dissatisfied electorate
The Agonistic City? 2020-11-26
referanseverk i 2 bind som tar for seg 250 land med det siste innen analytiske og statistiske data samt adressekalender bind 1 tar for seg 1650 internasjonale organisasjoner og land alfabetisk fra afghanistan til jordan bind 2 tar for seg land fra kazakhstan til zimbabwe 4450 s
The Rower's Almanac 2006-2007 1998 this work surveys dress and identity of cultures around the world it draws on issues of consumption ethnicity gender and the body as well as anthropological accounts and studies of representation
Technical Report 2012-05-23 african countries are still far from achieving women's equal and effective participation in
political decision making women constitute only 24 per cent of the 12,113 parliamentarians in Africa, 25 per cent in the lower houses and 20 per cent in the upper houses of parliament. Local government is often hailed as a training ground for women in politics, with women constituting a mere 21 per cent of councillors in the 19 countries for which complete data could be obtained. The barometer is a key resource of the consortium enhancing the inclusion of women in political participation in Africa. WPP aims to provide legislators and policymakers with data to assess progress in women's political participation over time.

**Psychiatry, Mental Institutions, and the Mad in Apartheid South Africa** 2019-01-11 The last decade has witnessed an increasing focus on the relationship between climate change and human rights. Several international human rights bodies have expressed concern about the negative implications of climate change for the enjoyment of human rights, and the Paris Agreement is the first multilateral climate agreement to refer explicitly to states' human rights obligations in connection with climate change. Despite this, there are still significant gaps in our understanding of the role of international human rights law in enhancing accountability for climate action or inaction as the Paris Agreement has shifted the focus of the climate change regime towards voluntary action and the humanitarian impacts of climate change are increasingly being felt around the world. Accountability for climate change has become an increasingly salient issue. This book offers a timely and comprehensive analysis of the legal issues related to accountability for the human rights impact of climate change. Drawing on the state responsibility regime, it explains when and where state action relating to climate change may amount to a violation of human rights and evaluates various avenues of legal redress available to victims. The overall analysis offers a perceptive insight into the potential of innovative rights-based climate actions to shape climate and energy policies around the world.

**Handbook of Research on Advocacy, Promotion, and Public Programming for Memory Institutions** 2009-01-11 Two decades of commentary by the New York Times bestselling author and electrifying political essayist Arundhati Roy. Uplifting and galvanizing, My Seditious Heart collects nonfiction spanning over twenty years and chronicles a battle for justice, rights, and freedoms in an increasingly hostile world. Taken together, these essays are told in a voice of unique spirit marked by compassion, clarity, and courage. They offer a radical and superbly readable journey through matters ranging from crony capitalism to environmental depredation, nationalism, and the insidiousness of the Hindu Caste system. Arundhati Roy combines her brilliant style as a novelist with her powerful commitment to social justice in producing these eloquent penetrating essays.
time naomi klein the scale of what roy surveys is staggering her pointed indictment is devastating the new york times book review

**Who Owns Whom in South Africa** 2010-11-15 much of the south african government s response to crime especially in johannesburg has been to rely increasingly on technology this includes the widespread use of video cameras artificial intelligence machine learning and automated systems effectively replacing human watchers with machine watchers the aggregate effect of such steps is to determine who is and isn t allowed to be in public spaces essentially another way to continue segregation in the infrastructures of security author martin j murray concentrates on not only the turn toward technological solutions to managing the risk of crime through digital and software based surveillance and automated information systems but also the introduction of somewhat bizarre and fly by night experimental answers to perceived risk and danger digitalized surveillance is significant for two reasons first it enables monitoring to take place across wide geographical distances with little time delay and second it allows for the active sorting identification and tracking of bodies behaviors and characteristics of subject populations on a continuous real time basis these new software based surveillance technologies represent monitoring tracking and information gathering without walls towers or guards

**Framing the Race in South Africa** 2003 in cooperation and the international criminal court perspectives from theory and practice olympia bekou and daley j birkett bring together expert contributions from both academia and practice providing detailed insight into the cooperation regime of the international criminal court

**The Europa World Year Book 2003** 2004-09-04 twenty years on from south africa s first democratic election the post apartheid political order is more fractured and more fractious than ever before police violence seems the order of the day whether in response to a protest in ficksburg or a public meeting outside a mine in marikana for many this has signalled the end of the south african dream politics they declare is the preserve of the corrupt the self interested the incompetent and the violent they are wrong julian brown argues that a new kind of politics can be seen on the streets and in the courtrooms of the country this politics is made by a new kind of citizen one that is neither respectful nor passive but instead insurgent the collapse of the dream of a consensus politics is not a cause for despair south africa s political order is fractured and in its cracks new forms of activity new leaders and new movements are emerging

**Dress and Globalisation** 2002 the rainbow nation benefits from an internationally competitive private sector which accounts for roughly 70 of gdp and extremely competitive infrastructure its utility sector for example produces just under half of the total power generated on the african continent south africa represents by far the most developed market in africa but there are still some structural challenges it is grappling with government strategies have set a target of increasing labour market participation from 54 in 2010 to 65 by 2030 bringing the number of workers in the formal sector to 25 3m people and lowering unemployment from 25 to 6 while its fiscal space is narrow long term investments in infrastructure education and health are expected to be key to attaining its growth potential recent years have seen both the public and
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private sectors look to strengthen regulatory frameworks in mining and industry in some cases like the automotive sector with impressive results

**Journal of the South African Institute of Mining and Metallurgy** 2021-03-17 reflections on the 2019 south african general elections is a critical reflection on the key lessons of elections 2019 in south africa focusing on the future of the country's electoral democracy the volume engages questions on land election campaigns voter turnout voter apathy and how opposition parties will be forced to co exist in the context of declining electoral dominance the anc once comfortably held an important reflection on the lessons of the 2019 south african general elections the contributors ask quo vadis south africa the 2019 general elections marked a watershed in south africa's political landscape the anc under the banner of a narrative of regeneration and getting back on the moral path dipped below the 60 mark for the first time in south africa's democratic history this decline in electoral support for the party may be interpreted as a degeneration of the anc through the loss of its moral stature the erosion of its integrity and disillusionment with its performance as a governing party opposition political parties could not capitalise on this seeming disillusionment with the ruling anc caught in their own factional battles and in the midst of corruption scandals opposition parties were unable to successfully increase their share of the vote and capture the undecided and disillusioned voter considering the future of south africa's electoral democracy at 25 years of democracy reflections on the 2019 south african general elections will be of great interest to scholars of african studies south africa governance and elections the chapters in this book were originally published as a special issue of politikon south african journal of political studies
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